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ABSTRACT
The Southern hilly part of Gujarat district receives an average rainfall of 2140 mm, which is highest in
Gujarat but still in April-May of each year faces a problem for drinking water. Water Resources can be
assessed using Geospatial Techniques. For the planning of any Watershed management system, the main
input data required is drainage characteristics. To achieve this Morphometric analysis has been done using
the Bhuvan-2D platform for selecting the boundary of the study area. The area is delineated online on
Bhuvan and Shapefile of watershed generated. In this paper, efforts are made to know the morphometric
characteristics of the Khapri watershed in the southern part of Gujarat using Strahler’s method. The DEM
(Digital Elevation Model) of the southern part of Gujarat was downloaded from the USGS (United States
Geological Survey) website. The top sheets of 1:50000 are used for analysis. The top sheets have been
scanned and georeferenced in ERDAS (Earth Resources Data Analysis System) software. These are opened
in QGIS (Quantum Geographical Information System) software along with Shapefile generated on the
Bhuvan-2D platform and DEM. All these data synchronize at one platform of ArcGIS software. Spatial
Analyst Tool in ArcGIS has been used for finding out Morphometric characteristics. The Watershed area
up to the gauging site is 460.56 km2. The length of the fifth Stream Order is 36.55 km. The total numbers of
streams are 281 and the length of all these streams is 436.72 km. Drainage density for the Khapri watershed
is 0.95 km/km2
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Introduction
To find the morphometric characteristics,
toposheeets of 1:50000 scale from Survey of India
are used and demarcate an area of interest using
ridge line (Arvinda et al. (2013). Estimation of
streamflow of ungauged watershed may be carried
out using Linear and Arial aspects of morphometric
characteristics. (Aparna, 2015). Acquiring data for
the interested area from different places and converting them at same digital form. The hydrological
criterion may be calculated by giving geo-referencing to the digital data and developing required vec(Ph.D. Student, M.E.1, Professor2)

tor layers with relevant data attributes (Ekaerina
Ivanova, 2012). Morphometric parameters can be
found out using ASTER Data for developing Digital
Elevation Model (DEM) and Geographical Information System (GIS). Linear, areal, and relief aspects of
Watershed borderline, flow accumulation, flow direction, and stream order have been measured using
ArcGIS, Hydrology tool. Strahler’s stream order
method used (Pareta, 2011). To analyze GIS environment-specific procedures should be followed for the
interested area (Pavar, 2014). Using Survey of India
topographical maps and ArcGIS 10.1 software, morphometric characteristics can be found out
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(Walekar, 2014). Hydrological parameters may be
governed by morphometric characteristics of the
watershed. Watershed Modelling System (WMS)
can be used with GIS to determine the morphological parameters. Economically viable development
and watershed management are governed by undulations of the area and morphometric characteristics.
The generated geo-informatics can be readily used
for decision-making. The physical evaluation of geomorphic parameters is a bulky procedure along with
monotonous activity. Judicious and proportionate
use of RS and GIS gives dependable, factual, and refurbish database devices for tackling spatial data,
which helps in determining geomorphometric characteristics that are crucial for planning future water
retaining structures for economically and technically
viable watersheds management. Interpretation of
Morphometric characteristics of watershed helps in
evaluating hydrological parameters in the watershed (Zende, 2008). The phases of landscape carried
by the Wainganga river cycle of erosion are exactly
distinguished and determined by progressive returns of extreme relief ratio, the extreme sum of a
slope, high dissection index high hypsometric integral, and a high percentage of unconsumed upland,
its numerical values of each are 70%,40– 100%, 30%,
60%, and 30% respectively. 9472 streams were
found in the catchment. Out of this 6502, 2190,
605,153, 17, and 4 are first, second, third, fourth,
fifth, and sixth-order streams respectively. The
mean Bifurcation ratio for the catchment was 3.97. It
ranges between 2.97 to 9.00. The elongation ratio is
0.12 for a watershed. The values reveal that the watershed is sturdily elongated and is made up of
highly penetrable consistent geologic ingredients.
0.66 is the drainage density of the watershed. The
penultimate stage of the landscape finally attains
maximum circularity with minimum returns of
other variables progressively. With this analysis, it
seems that the watershed needs hydrogeological
and geophysical data in detail for proper water
management and choice of artificial recharge constructions for recharge of groundwater in the area
under contemplation (Kudnar, 2020).
Water is a very important element for any living
thing on the earth. Currently, water is an inadequate
natural asset, which may be a warning to mankind
and its next generation. Because of the unequal
spreading of water worldwide, few areas facing
critical water shortages while other places have excess water. Natural asset, Water has to be carefully
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directed as it is advantageous to mankind. Morphometric investigation of The Riyadh urban area has
been conducted using SRTM (Shuttle Radar Topography Mission and DEM (Digital Elevation Model)
data. Linear, areal, and relief aspects are involved in
morphometric parameters. Results of the morphometric analysis divulge that the Riyadh urban region
was outlined into 40 watersheds having 8500 sq. km
area eighth-order streams. Reliable with statistical
analysis, stream number is inversely related to the
stream order with the coefficient of determination
(R 2) being 99%. For this moment, the progressive
stream distance is straight correlated to the stream
order with a similar R2 value. The character of the
watershed, less porous rock and sharper gradient
may be judged through the high bifurcation ratio of
streams in the watershed. The bifurcation ratio observes the high drainage density of the region (1.57
km/km2) and implies the non-porous material and
high slope. The Riyadh hypsometric integral is 38%,
while the erosion integral value is 62%. Watershed
may be interpreted as a mature stage from these
values (Radwan et al., 2020). The problems concern
with the availability of water for different purposes
along with the environmental synergy of river aura
can be achieved by proper watershed management.
Geographical Information System and Remote Sensing methods were used for determining
morphometrical characters, hydrological cycle parameters, rainfall-outflow miniature, and regression
agreement. In Madya Pradesh, the river Wainganga
starts from spring in a un undulating region having
a twisty flow pattern. The stream is normally having
less depth and broad in that area. The vertical drop
in river approaches high value at reservoir generated at Sanjay Sarovar Dam. The watershed having
27 sub-basins with 9472 streams indicates complex
hydrogeology in the watershed. This complexity
was responsive to comprehensive designing watershed using artificial recharge and protection of the
ecosystem. The monthly rainfall-runoff miniature
(R–R models) so developed are R = 1.019 * P “ 418.20
height in the Bhimkund watershed, and the lowest is
R = 0.532 * P + 194.60 in the Bamni watershed. To
evaluate this remote sensing, geographical information system, and global positioning system techniques used for several morphological and hydrological parameters of the Wainganga River. The outcome may be used for watershed management, hydrological up-gradation, restoration, and conservation of ecosystem in the region in coming years
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(Kudnar, 2020). Quantitative attributes of the watershed in terms of morphometric variables were
evaluated using the topography of the region and
drainage grid. The drainage features of the Upper
Tapi River Sub-basin, India, were analyzed by
SRTM DEM using GIS tools, and the hydrologic
constraints were calculated using QSWAT model.
The QSWAT model was calibrated for the period
1991–2005 including a 3-year warm-up period
(1988–1990) with the Sequential Uncertainty Fitting
(SUFI-2) algorithm in SWAT Calibration and Uncertainty Program and validated for the period 2006–
2013. The model performance is judged from R2
(0.75), ENS (0.75), and PBIAS (1.1) values, which
indicate a very decent treaty between observed and
simulated discharge. Morphometric parameters (22)
in linear, aerial and relief categories have been estimated by dividing the region into 14 sub-watersheds. Watershed’s hydro-geomorphology may be
interpreted by establishing a connection among
various morphometric and hydrological parameters.
The R2 values for drainage density (Dd), sediment
yield, and evapotranspiration vary from 0.30 to 0.40.
Similarly, the R2 values for stream frequency (Fs)
and potential evapotranspiration, base flow, deep
percolation, water yield were quite good. The relationships among infiltration number (If), potential
evapotranspiration, base flow, and sediment yield
show the R2 values as 0.57, 0.48, and 0.70. So, Therefore, integration of morphometric parameters, GIS,
and QSWAT models have been done in this study to
overcome the challenge of lack of practical data can
be understood by integrating morphometric parameters, Geographical Information System (GIS) and
QGIS (Quantum GIS) models. (Goyal, 2020) Characteristics of the Limbang watershed in the equatorial
tropics have been evaluated in 33 sub-watersheds of
different orders using statistical optimization of
morphometric variables. Structural, geological and
relief setup of the watershed were judged using basic, linear, aerial, and relief variables of morphometry of the region. As no past information available
for the basin, the geomorphometric setup of the
Limbang river basin will give a scientific understanding of the basin. The 8th order watershed indicates spatial dissimilarity in assessed constraints recommends the differential impact of lithological,
physical and relief features over the current geomorphological state of the river basin. Overall, the outcomes of morphometric constraints analyzed tell
that the area is geologically intricate and poses high
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overflow, low permeability, and infiltration along
with a high amount of erosion and flash flood
proneness. Among the assessed variables, few of
them reveal statistically significant interdependency
(r  ± 0.80). A spatial discrepancy in morphometric
parameters simplified the classification of the watershed into various sectors having fluctuating physical
complications, overflow possibilities, and erosion
tendency. Hydrological development activities in
the watershed can be planned using the output of
the study in the region (Krishnan et al., 2017).
Dang district in south Gujarat of India suffers
water shortage problem though this area receives
district’s highest rainfall. A study in such a region
shows that water harvesting could be a sustainable
solution by not allowing water to flow into the sea
and utilized for remotely located householders or
society. As water is the basic requirement of human
beings, the water harvesting projects will uplift the
people economically as well as socially. A wellknown word “Think Globally, Act locally” would be
used in the case of water. The water which drops in
the local area should not run away in the form of
runoff and it should be utilized for local needs.
In this paper, the Khapri watershed located in the
Dang district has been selected for the research
problem and an attempt has been made to quantify
morphometric parameters which play a vital role in
selecting a location for check dams in the watershed.
This may be the part of Water Harvesting for the
community. Stream order, Stream distance, stream
distance ratio, and bifurcation ratio, which are considered linear aspects of morphometric characteristics, were estimated. Drainage Density, Stream Frequency, Form Factor, Elongation Ratio, Circulatory
Ratio, Length of overland flow, which are Arial Aspects of morphometric characteristics were calculated for the Khapri watershed. The longitudinal
Section of the Khapri river was also prepared using
Toposheet. Spatial Analyst Tool in ArcGIS has been
used for extracting Morphometric parameters. From
the analysis, it is found that the khapri watershed is
elongated and it has streams up to 5th order. The
area of Khpari watershed till river gauging site is
460.56 km2 (Guruji, 2017).
Study Area
Khapri, Kaveri, and Kharera rivers are major tributaries of the Ambika River. The starting point of the
Khapri river in the Sahyadri hill range is about 1000
m high above mean sea level(MSL). The first village
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from which khapri river takes off is Vanar of Ahwa
taluka in the Dang district of Gujarat state. Khapri
river meets Ambika adjacent hamlet Milan at an altitude of 100 m from MSL. The stream gauging site
is just upstream of a meeting point of Ambica and
Khapri river at an elevation of about 150 m. The total length from the fifth-order stream at a meeting
point to Ambika was about 50 Km. The watershed
area of the Khapri river was 527.5 km2. This area
was about 19% of the Ambica basin. The Khapri
stream flows between 20° 37’ 34’’ and 20° 49’ 1’’
North latitude and 73° 28’ 1’’ and 73° 49’ 44’’ East
longitude. The watershed may be classified into two
major physiographic zones. The eastward part falls
as rugged mountain chains of the Saputara Hills and
decreases in the direction of the westward side to
the corner of the raised land of the Surat region. The
whole Khapri watershed flows from an elevation of
1050 m to 100 m from MSL. Index map of Khapri
watershed shown in Fig.1 (Guruji and Agnihotri,
2019).

Method of Modelling
ArcGIS software was used for modelling. Watershed was digitized using toposheet of that area hav-
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ing mosaic with ERDAS Software and superimposed on Digital Elevation Model obtained from
Bhuvanwebsite (Fig. 3, 4). In ArcGIS, Hydrology
tool was used and operations like Pin, Fill, Flow
Route, Flow Gathering, Raster Calculator, Stream to
Feature, Stream array, Stream to Feature for Stream
Order, Dissolve Stream, Basin, Raster to Polygon,
Projection, Attribute Table and Area calculation,
Perimeter calculation is carried out systematically.
The whole procedure of work shown in Fig. 2. For
Morphometric modelling, Strahler’s Method was
used for giving stream orders (Guruji, 2017). The
threshold value of 600 was given for raster calculation. Stream order, their length in km, and Number
of Streams in Khapri watershed has been
summarised in Table 1 and 2 respectively. The
Table 1. Stream order and their length in km for Khapri
River
Order of Stream
1
2
3
4
5
Total

Length of stream in Km
203.95
114.20
42.02
40.00
36.55
436.72

Fig. 1. Khapri watershed upto confluence with Ambica River (Guruji and Agnihotri, 2019)
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Table 2. Number of Streams in Khapri River
Order of Stream

Number of streams

1
2
3
4
5
Total Numbers

224
43
11
2
1
281

length of streams with their numbers has been represented graphically in Figure 6.
Toposheets of the region taken and mosaic in
ERDAS software. Using this mosaic in QGIS software, a distance at every 20 m contour interval was
measured. The result of this exercise is shown in
Table 3. It is shown graphically in Figure 7.
The morphometric modelling of the Khapri watershed has been done in ArcGIS with the following
steps.
Download Digital Elevation Model
Hydrological analysis has been done using Data
from Bhuvan. First of all open https://
bhuvan.nrsc.gov.in/bhuvan_links.php. To download data, it will ask for login. Register your name in
Bhuvan with appropriate details. Open Data

Archive on the first page. Select category Satellite,
subcategory cartoset-1 and carto DEM version-3 R1.
Clicking on interactive drawing, Select area of Dang
district. Store this data in the appropriate folder.
C1_DEM_16B_2005-2014_v3_R-1_73E20N_f43t, this
folder will download having DEM.(Digital Elevation Model)
Digitizing Watershed
Mosaic toposheet using ERDAS software and then
call in QGIS software. Insert shapefile with the name
“KHAPRI3152017” and save it in a folder at an appropriate place on the computer. Using polygon tool
in shapefile delineates watershed using ridgeline.
Here watershed is taken up to the river gauging site
only.
Clip
First, open ArcGIS software. Insert as a data a shape
file name as “Khapari Watershed Final Clip.shp”
and cdnf43t.tif, DEM file downloaded from
BHUVAN. After inserting these two files, Select
Data Management Tool-Raster-Raster ProcessingClip. It will open the screen asking for data input for
a clip. Give raster file as input and shapefile for clipping. After the clipping process over, deactivate the
layers other than newly formed. The newly generated file will be saved in E:\RPSIX\khapri_modeling-15-3-2021/clip
Fill
Fills sinks in the surface raster to eliminate minor
defectiveness in the data. Particular types of rocks
dissolve due to the passage of time and sink happens in the field. Besides this sink may be found in
DEM (Digital Elevation Model) due to humble error
in data, due to typo error, the scale of data not sufficiently denote a present river channel. Commonly,
hydrology tools in ArcGIS, not able to cope up with
such situations, so to overcome these complications,
such errors are required to remove before going into
flow route and flow gathering. After using this fill
command, corrected DEM generated. Corrected
DEM further used for analysis. In the Hydrology
command, select fill, it will open the screen asking
for Input surface Raster, input clip file generated
earlier. Give Output surface raster as fill in proper
place say E:\RPS-IX\khapri_modeling-15-3-2021/
fill

Fig. 2. Flow chart for Morphometric modelling of Khapri
Watershed
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Fig. 3. Screen from Bhuvan Open Data Archive

Flow Direction
This tool generates a raster of flow paths from each
cell to its steepest downslope neighbor.
In the Hydrology tool, go to the Flow Direction com-

mand, click on the tool, Input surface raster which is
generated in the last command as fill, Output flow
direction raster, click on folder symbol, it will open
another window, save the file to a path as E:\RPSIX\khapri_modeling-15-3-2021/flowdir.

Fig. 4. Marking of Khapri watershed in QGIS using Mosaic toposheet (ERDAS)
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Flow Accumulation
The command gives a raster of gathered flow into
every unit. A weight fraction may be applied. Flow
gathering creates the entire area (number of cells
times the area of each unit) that is upslope and/or
upstream of any given unit. units that lie on drainage networks have substantially higher values than
units on hill slopes. The streams are emphasized
because the default codes are from black (slight part
contributing to runoff) to white (large part contributing to runoff) but the numbers of cells that are
denoted large, while the screen has limited pixels.
This causes the screen to appear like broken lines. If
the focus in, then visualization of stream channels
intact and hopefully makes the data simpler to construe.
In the same hydrology tool, go to the flow accumulation command, click on it and a screen will pop
up, write input flow direction raster as flowdir,
which is generated in the last command operation,
and write output accumulation raster as E:\RPSIX\khapri_modeling-15-3-2021/ flowacc_15.
Flow Accumulation file may be modified as per
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requirement by modifying in property and then in
symbology portion.
Raster Calculator
Now in ArcGIS Tool Box, Spatial Analyst tools, go to
Map algebra, double click, it will open Raster Calculator. Give the formula to count “flowacc_15” > 600.
Save this as “rastercalc” in the output folder with
path E:\RPS-IX\khapri_modeling-15-3-2021\
rastercalc.
Stream to Feature
In ArcGIS Toolbox, Spatial Analyst Tools, Hydrology, use stream to feature command, double click
on it, give input stream raster file as “rastercalc”, Input flow direction raster as flowdir, Save output file
as
stream_fearas.shp
in
E:\RPSIX\khapri_modeling-15-3-2021\ stream_fearas.shp.
Stream Order
To calculate stream order, go to Spatial Analyst
Tools, Hydrology, stream order command, Double
click, give input stream raster as “rastercalc”, Input
flow direction raster as flowdir, note that here
STRAHLER’S Method used for giving stream order,
Save the file as stream_order in E:\RPSIX\khapri_modeling-15-3-2021\stream_order.
Stream to Feature for Stream order
In the last command operation, stream order given
in raster format and that should be converted to
stream to Feature command, as earlier, go to Spatial
Analyst tools, Hydrology, Stream to feature command, give Input stream raster as “stream_order”
and input flow direction raster as “flowdir” and
save the output file as stream_order_fea.shp in
E:\RPS-IX\khapri_modeling-15-3-2021\
stream_order_fea.shp.

Fig. 5. Stream Orders in Khapri Watershed till River
gauging site

Fig. 6. Length of streams with respect to Stream Orders
in Khapri Watershed
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Dissolve Streams
After converting all streams to feature, now this
stream should be dissolved in one type. To do this,
go to Data Management Tools, Generalization, dissolve command, double click on it, input features as
“stream_order_fea.shp”, Output Feature class in
E:\RPS-IX\khapri_modeling-15-3-2021\
stream_order_fea_dissolve.shp, then select
GRID_CODE, then OK. Now, this dissolve stream
may be given different colors using layer properties.
Go to layer, right-click, symbology, unique values,
the value field is selected as GRID_CODE, Select the
color for different stream orders.
To give labels to each stream, go to file, properties, label, click on label feature in this layer, select
GRID_CODE as label field, select font of appropriate style.
Basin
The drainage watersheds are outlined within the
investigation window by recognizing ridgelines between watersheds. The input flow direction raster is
investigated to find all sets of linked cells that belong to the same drainage watershed. The drainage
watersheds are created by locating the flow points at
the boundaries of the investigation window (where
water would run out of the raster), as well as sinks,
then recognizing the sharing area above each run
point. This results in a raster of drainage watersheds.
Go to Spatial Analyst Tools, Hydrology, double
click on the basin. It will display a window for the
input of data. Input flow direction raster, “flowdir”,
which is created in last command operation and
output raster, “basin” with a path as E:\RPSIX\khapri_modeling-15-3-2021\basin.
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polygon feature as basin_raster_polygon.shp in
E:\RPS-IX\khapri_modeling-15-3-2021\
basin_raster_polygon.shp. Click ok and the process
will start and at the end of the process, then it will
appear on the screen.
Projection
In ArcGIS, the Projection tool is used to change geographic data projection from one to another as per
requirement. Project tool converts spatial data from
GCS_1984 to WGS_1984_UTM_Zone_43N. Now if
the length, perimeter, and area are to be calculated
then, the projection must be in WGS_1984_UTM_
Zone_43N.
To do so, Go to Data Management tools, Projection, and Transformations, Project, double click on
it, and a window will pop up, pick “Projected Coordinate System”, then select UTM, go to WGS_1984,
select Northern Hemisphere as an area of interest
falls in this region, then pick WGS_1984_UTM_
Zone_43N.
Now to calculate the length of streams, its projection
should
be
from
GCS_1984
to
WGS_1984_UTM_ZONE_43N (For the Dang region). Input dataset as “stream_order_fea.shp
“which was generated in an earlier stage. As the input file is given, the system will take its coordinate
system. It asks for an output coordinate system.
Open that folder, spatial reference properties display on the screen, pick “Projected Coordinate System”, then select UTM, go to WGS_1984, pick
Northern Hemisphere as an area of interest falls in
this region, then pick WGS_1984_UTM_ Zone_43N.
click ok and again press ok for the main window.
The process will start and the final output will be
visible on the screen.
Now same step should be applied to dissolve

Raster to Polygon
The input raster may be essentially a valid integer
raster dataset and have any cell size. An attribute in
the output feature class depends upon the attribute
field of the input raster dataset which was permitted
to select from the field parameter. If a domain is not
stated, the cell values of the input raster (the VALUE
field) will become a column with the title “Grid
code” in the characteristic table of the output feature
category.
Go to conversion tools, from raster, Raster to
polygon, double click on it, give input raster as basin, the field default value is taken. Save Output

Fig. 7. Longitudinal Section of Khapri River
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stream.GCS_1984 should be converted to
WGS_1984_UTM_ZONE_43N.Repeat as earlier and
get output for the same. input stream_order_fea_
dissolve.shp. The output file “stream_order_fea_
dissolve_project.shp” should be saved in folder
E:\RPS-IX\khapri_modeling-15-3-2021\
stream_order_fea_dissolve_project.shp
Attribute Table
To know the stream length of each order, go to
“stream_order_fea_dissolve_project.shp”, file in
table content, right-click on the file, go to Open attribute table, insert one field as stream_km. Put the
cursor on top of this field and right-click, and select
field calculator, It will calculate all five order
streams in a given unit, specify in km. If the parameter to be quantified then the file should be in the
UTM projection system.
Area and Perimeter of Watershed
To calculate the area of the watershed, go to table
content,
click
on
“khapri_watershed_
final_clip_project.shp” file, right-click and open the
attribute table. add the field as area, give unit as
km2, and then OK, this will display area in the respective column. Same way repeat for the perimeter
of the watershed in the same file. Be sure that the
unit for perimeter is km.
Stream Number counting in ArcGIS
Strahler’s structure was selected for counting stream
numbers because of its clarity. Fingertip stream
starts normally near the hilly region. This stream is
termed the first-order stream. The Meeting of two
first-order streams generates a second-order stream,
two second-order streams meet together, to make a
third-order stream. This cycle may continue till the
end of the watershed. If the 1st order stream meets
the 2nd order stream, then it is designated as a
higher one, 2nd order stream. First of all, open the
file in which the project has been done. Select the
layer named stream_order_feature_project. Go to
Editor, click on start editing, it will display several
layers out of which select the above layer. Before
doing this task, all stream order is in the segment,
now if we use the dissolve command then all
streams of the same order get to merge and give distance of it not number. To get the same order number of streams, activate Editor Command, go to
screen showing different order streams, select same
order stream which is separate lines till now. By
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pressing the shift key go on select different segments
in the same order. After selecting a segment, go to
Editor, popup menu come and go to merge. It will
show how many different lines are going to merge.
click on ok. For avoiding confusion give different
colors to stream order. After completing this task,
again go to Editor, click on save edits. Then stop
edit. Now go to layer property, open symbology,
select GRID_CODE in the value field. Now add all
value on screen.

Results and Discussion
Parameters which are found from modelling:
1. Stream orders: 1 to 5
2. Total Stream Length: 436.72 km
3. Total streams: 281 nos.
4. Bifurcation Ratio: 4.15
5. Mainstream Length: 38.27 km
6. Drainage Density: It is the ratio of Total Stream
Length of the watershed to Area of watershed
=436.72/460.56= 0.95 km/km2
7. Form Factor: Area/(Basin Length)2 = 460.56/
38.27*38.27=0.314
8. Circulatory Ratio: It is defined as the ratio of the
Area of the watershed to an area of a circle having the same boundary as the boundary of watershed = 460.56/1087.48=0.424
9. Elongation Ratio: It is defined as the ratio of the
diameter of a circle of the same area as the watershed to a maximum length of watershed =
24.22/38.27=0.633
10. Area of the watershed: 460.56 km2
11. The perimeter of Watershed: 116.9 km
From morphometric modelling results, it is found
that the Khapri River is of the fifth order (Fig. 5). The
length of mainstream length having fifth order is
36.55 km. The Total stream length is 436.72 km. The
total numbers of streams are 281. There is a maximum quantity of streams for low order and as the
stream order increase, quantity of streams decrease.
The watershed shape is elongated. The range of the
Bifurcation ratio is 2 to 6.5. The average value is
4.15. The bifurcation ratio is high indicating an elongated watershed. Extended peak flow in the river
may be due to the elongated watershed having a
higher Bifurcation ratio. The elongation ratio is
0.633, which give indications that region having
strong ground profile change in one direction. The
slope of the watershed noticed was 1:85, which is
steep. The drainage density of the Khapri watershed
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is 0.95 km/km2, which is moderate. The form factor
for the Khapri watershed is 0.314, which indicates
the watershed has more length as compared to the
width of a watershed.

Conclusion
From the morphometric modelling, the drainage
pattern in the Khapri watershed was a dendritic
type. Check dams may be constructed in 3rd or 4th
order streams, which may satisfy the needs of water
in nearby villagers. Nala bunds may be proposed in
1st or 2nd order streams, not only prevent soil erosion but also store rainwater for some time. This will
also increase the ground water level downstream.
The longitudinal slope is very steep, which indicates
to get measures for soil erosion. Construction of nala
bunds at lower stream order serves two purpose
namely storage of water and prevention of erosion
of top soil in the region. As there is scattered population in the region, it is advisable to construct small
check dams at lower order streams to satisfy water
demands of villagers. If we super impose population data and morphometric model at one plate
form, we can suggest best site for check dams.
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